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The basic premise and ultimate purpose of this thesis is to show reasonable proof that Islamic banking is theoretically sound, and is, despite certain discernable flaws in its contemporary applications, a viable, working system overall.  By viable, it is meant by definition that Islamic banking is a ‘vital, financially sustainable enterprise’ in the modern real world context. The methodology employed towards proving the efficacy of this distinctive religiously based system of finance, flows from the intuition that developing an intimate and comprehensive understanding of the various components from which the practice of Islam and Islamic banking has historically evolved, is a necessary and inseparable precondition to being able to address the issue of viability; an issue, the ultimate real time assessment of which it is also contended, must be left to the final portion of the thesis.  

Towards this end, the present study ensues a constructive discourse of six chapters, with each chapter necessarily attending to a discrete, intelligible, analytical objective; yet is interconnected to the ultimate objective in that in due course, each piece incrementally and singularly contributes towards developing the requisite knowledge referred to above as being critical in order to make a determinative evaluation on the issue of viability.  Thus, the stages of informational development toward this evaluative ability follow the course initiated by a required investigation of (1) the historical purports, intellectual dynamics and restrictive frontiers of traditional paradigms; (2) the challenge of modernity that presently confronts the Islamic historical identity; (3) how that challenge facilitated the drive towards arriving at the theoretical underpinnings of a modern Islamic economic infrastructure; (4) how from that Islamic economic infrastructure the challenge of Islamic banking was effectuated; and (5) an attempt to evaluate Islamic banking in its real time context.  The information obtained was procured predominantly from written materials of those who in many cases are considered to be experts, pioneers, and/or advocates of what is intended to unfold with this newly developing system.  In addition, the author attended a number of Islamic conferences and seminars, affording a first hand opportunity to meet, study, and discuss, with those engaged in the blossoming world of the subject matter being investigated, inclusive of listening to and making the acquaintance of some of the leading proponents of Islamic Economics and Islamic Banking quoted in my thesis.

For a variety of reasons, in our modern day context, even the thought of an Islamically based banking system, originating from an indigenous series of economic propositions which in turn ultimately derive from basic and simple religious tenets, is almost literally unheard of.  While this may understandably be true for a majority of non-Muslims, it arguably remains true as well for a significant portion of practicing Muslims.    Thus arguably as well, a secondarily suggestive focus and challenge would be to determine whether such a system, borne of a distinctive religious culture, and originally intended to accommodate the needs of a singular religious population, can [reasonably be expected to] have any practical attraction to a wider variety of participants in and of the Western world, based as that world is, in its own economic and banking traditions; one which, with all its problems, still dominates the world today.  Here it will be argued that certain realities within the conventional banking regime have contributed towards facilitating the entry of Islamic banking, and in the process, have suggested the ethical and practical application of the Islamic banking approach to non-Muslims. 

  As well, regarding methodology, I attended a number of Islamic economic conferences and seminars, affording myself the opportunity to meet, study and pray with those engaged in the blossoming world of this and like subject matter, inclusive of listening to and making the acquaintance of some of the leading proponents of Islamic economics and banking quoted in my paper.
















As with any journey towards substantive realization through research, the materials used in the production of this paper have proven inspiring, provocative, subtle, complex, and contradictory; but always, insightful, enlightening, and ultimately liberating.

This literature review is presented as a summary of the significance of the literature used, those cited and not cited, in that I will attempt to place into context the type of literature relied upon for the purposes to which the chapters were devoted.

The first chapter is, above all, devoted to developing an understanding of the nature and limitations of paradigms. That is, it probes the issue as to their genesis, significance, and usefulness; and in what ways they influence our perceptions and misperceptions of who we are, who we think we are, and what we think of “others,” and how they determine our reflexive response to the things outside our physical bodies and mental grasp.  In short, it is about the power of knowledge, a particular history of its development, use and misuse; and of the always attendant responsibility that such knowledge and power bring, or cause us to bring, down upon ourselves, as is reflected in the aperture or closure of our minds.  Ultimately it aspires to serve as an instrument of invocation to the reader to exercise and/or maintain an open mind regarding the presentation of a variety of related subject matters where in many cases, its paradigmatic reputation, for better or for worst, has often preceded it.

The basic intent of the second chapter is to develop an understanding of Islamic perspectives on the meaning of life, as revealed or discerned through the course of a necessarily basic and selectively condensed Islamic history, past and present; as well as directing a critical eye towards a very challenging and original future.

The third chapter speaks to the theoretical foundations of Islamic economics as derived from an almost overwhelming diaspora of cultural mix, bound as intimates geographically, linguistically, religiously, or rather spiritually, and most ultimately, historically.

Chapter four centres on presenting a necklace of connections related to the path chosen for laying down a modernized economic infrastructure, based on Islamic scholastic  interpretation of the spiritual path given guidance to by the Prophet Muhammad, through to the conceptual infrastructure of modern economics advanced by Muhammad Baqir al-Sadr, to the more recent developments of present day Islamic scholars such as Umer Chapra.

Chapter five, a singular subset of chapter four, focuses on the specific interrelations by which the Islamic banking system is constructed, the legal and practical basis of its profit-and-loss relationships, and the singular importance of the Central Bank.

Chapter six, effectively investigates and summaries how and why the Islamic financial system fares in the real time context of the global political-economic present, and what measures may be taken to maintain its viability.

The aims, objectives and results of this Ph.D. candidate’s research are succinctly encapsulated above.  This is also true of the singular contribution intended to be made by this candidate, with the addition here that the value and cogency of the substantive analytics, aspirations towards subtlety, literary style and even inserts of humour can only be truly appreciated upon being read.    
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